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Tok presentation ideas
The TOK presentation tests your ability to apply TOK concepts to the real world. You will present it either on your own or with one or two other students. Each student should speak for about 10 minutes. You have to start with a real life situation, which can be a lot of things, such as the article you read, the discussion you had or something
you came across in your IB DP research. Then you have to think about knowing the issue based on this real life situation. You have to explain and explore this question of knowledge in the context of your real life situation as well as other real life situations. It is very important that you choose a substantial real life situation that triggers you
to think about knowledge. Be careful when you have chosen the real life situation. If you choose an article, for example, ask yourself a question if the article really makes you think about knowledge. Maybe he just grabbed your attention because you found it interesting or ethically shocking. If so, be careful as you may wander into nonTOK territory during the presentation. Does your real life situation allow you to talk for 10 minutes about toK concepts and terminology (rather than ethics or politics per se)? Finally, the application of TOK terminology to knowledge and real life situations does not simply mention the way of cognition without explaining how this way of
cognition works. The official IB video on knowledge and evaluation of your presentation is marked by your teacher, but moderated from the outside. It is very important to complete a form called 'Ppd Form 2017' with caution, as this form will be used to moderate your presentations. Please note that the show marks will be marked if the
form is not completed properly. It's not just a form of planning for yourself, it's also used as evidence for the moderator. If you are making a group presentation, make sure you have a form for each student, as you need to put your name and personal code in the form. ppd_form_2017.pdfFile Size: 622 kbFile Type: pdfDownload file The
first step is to find a good real life situation that you can then escalate into a matter of knowledge. For more information on knowledge issues, see the documents below on this page. Once you have developed a question of knowledge, you should look at planning your ideas. The built-in document below (planning the TOK presentation)
offers you some advice on what ideas you should put into the presentation. If you have basic ideas ready, try to think about how you present the work. You have to prepare a PowerPoint or Prezi (or something like that). You have to illustrate your arguments with real (not hypothetical) examples. It's always a good idea to include some and
visual evidence when you make a point. If you mentioned a newspaper article, for example, turn on this article. If you're talking about an expert in this field, turn on the picture, etc. remember that you don't read the script. You will have to read a mini-lecture class on your subject, but you need to know what you are talking about. You have
to attract your audience and be ready to answer the next questions at the end. You can include short videos to explain your point of view, but your presentation should be a live presentation. Some students love to make mini role-playing games embedded in the presentation to include different perspectives. You can be creative as long as
you meet the presentation evaluation requirements. presentation_planning_2015.pdfFile Size: 410 kbFile Type: pdfDownload Prezi file on how to prepare for presentation. Knowledge issues are central to both essays and presentations. Knowledge documents (see below) give you some tips on how to make them. The TOK guide also
offers possible knowledge questions. This knowledge issue can serve as inspiration for your own knowledge issues. For the presentation, you have to start with the real situation and develop this situation into a matter of knowledge. You have to explain in your presentation how you developed the real life situation in question knowledge.
The progression grid is a useful tool here (see the embedded document below, since the mesh progression is included here). Make sure your question is really a question of knowledge. Also make sure it is open enough so that you can bring it back to other real situations. knowledge_questions_gk.pdfFile Size: 404 kbFile Type:
pdfDownload File knowledge_question_indigenous_guide.docxFile Size: 62 kbFile Type: docxDownload File knowledge_questions_and_topics_maths_guide__1_.docxFile Size: 55 kbFile Type: docxDownload File knowledge_questions_and_topics_natural_sciences_guide__1_.docxFile Size: 52 kbFile Type: docxDownload File
knowledge_questions_arts_guide.docxFile Size: 56 kbFile Type: docxDownload File knowledge_questions_ethics_guide__3_.docxFile Size : 48 kbFile Type: docxDownload file knowledge_questions_history_guide.docxFile Size: 50 kbFile Type: docxDownload file knowledge_questions_human_sciences_guide_2015.docxFile Size: 67
kbFile Type: docxDownload file knowledge_questions_religion_guide__2_.docxFile Size: 53 kbfile Type: docxDownload file TOK guide gives a lot of invaluable tips on presentations how to use basic knowledge and what you should really think about to do your tok work. Take a look at the guide before you plan your presentation.
theory_of_knowledge_ib_guide_2015.pdfFile Size: 1821 kbFile Type: pdfDownload file This time of year - this week my IB Theory of Knowledge students started working on their oral presentations. Earlier this week I shared I have completed a revised and reorganized very scaffolding system I use to help students prepare this project. You
can see it here. And as I've been doing over the last few years, I thought readers might be interested in having a selection of some knowledge issues my students will be studying in their presentations this year. You can see topics from previous years here: Overview Of Topics and Issues of Primary Knowledge (from the 2016 Class)
Primary Knowledge Issues from 2017 Class of Past Topics, Primary Knowledge Issues and Secondary Knowledge Issues (this is especially useful for groups of three non-cum-who represent) Here's a selection from the 2018 crop: To what extent do we hope to influence our thoughts and actions? How does our culture affect our
emotions? To what extent do religious beliefs help or hinder us? What does one person's quote really mean - another person's freedom fighter? What role does aggression play in society? What role does the search for pleasure play in a teenager's life? To what extent does our social class determine how we are viewed and treated in
society? To what extent does racism affect religion? To what extent does culture influence our perception of right and wrong? What role does the agency play in people's lives? To what extent does a sense of purpose affect how we view the world? What impact does history have on our views on privilege and power? How does our
appearance interact with our inner life to make us who we are? What is the role of sound in society? To what extent are all languages related and how does this affect our general knowledge? To what extent does humor reflect our ethics and morals? Does the pursuit of money help us or hinder us in our efforts to become the best people
we can be? What makes people be cruel? To what extent is someone's poverty through their own fault? Under what circumstances are people willing to be consistent or inconsistent with their sense of morality? What is the price of happiness? To what extent do we allow our emotions to dictate or act? Appropriate instructions for the
presentation presentation Process My Class Presentation and Instructions 1. Presentation material from the TOK Guide Presentation Basics (From The Guide) 2. Presentation of the PPD form OCC_d_0_tokxx_form_1505_6_e 3. Tips for 4. TOK Presentation Stuff on YouTube: TOK Presentation Model 5. Presentation of the teacher
sample (from ) Other videos 6. An example of the form of the TOK presentation (from a sample video that used to be on the IB. Presentation 1 TKPPD_en This is a presentation map of the presentation 1 ppt_en Here are the comments of an expert Presentation Examiner Notes Mini Presentation In order to present the presentation of the
appointment, the first semester I have students doing a 5 minute mini-presentation. I ask students not to use any visuals or slides so they can focus solely on the basic mechanics of what the presentation requires without being more dependent on slides (for the actual TOK presentation I ask that they have slides). Download Mini
Presentation 0 Writing a TOK essay or preparing for a presentation is not an interesting process, but we can help make it better by showing you how to choose the most appropriate TOK themes for the destination. In general, the theory of knowledge in IB is one of the key pillars by which students learn critical thinking, openness, and how
to explore the world and themselves. These noble goals are achieved in a two-part assessment consisting of essays and presentations. Choosing the right topics for your knowledge theory is the basis of passing the IB TOK part of the assessment. Help to Evaluate IB experts have compiled this helpful step-by-step guide to help you
choose the best theme for your IB TOK, but we also do more than that. If you need a reliable, expert and experienced TOK to write an essay for you, then you can just skip the tedium explanations ahead and order our TOK essay writing service. Of course, this doesn't mean that you can't do it yourself if you put in the many hours of work
and refinement required. Let's start on how to choose the most relevant topics for your theory of knowledge essay and/or presentation. As a select TOK Essay TopicEach of the Year, IB provides a list of 6 topics called prescribed titles, or PTs, from which candidates must choose one to base their essay. The prescribed name should be
used as is, without changes in wording or format. The prescribed names cover a variety of topics and are multidisciplinary. They are quite common and open, as befits a good name. When you first read the six titles, you'll notice that they sound abstract. This is the result of generalization, so you need to make them more real and turn into
something that people can understand. These steps will help you choose good TOK themes for your essay and presentation. Write all six headlines on a blank page, leaving plenty of room in between. Read the headlines individually and think about each one in a matter of minutes. Emphasize the keywords in the title, look out for any
inspiration you have, and identify at least two points of view or perspective that you can use. Check for personal belonging. One thing you will need is the real life situation, which comes easier if you can associate the title to something that happened/happens to you. For example, in November 2019 TOK 3rd title to make good
explanations should be One student drew parallels with how he solves math problems and counter-checks with answers in the back of the piece a name that you understand well, or one for which you can easily acquire background knowledge. You can do this by choosing a name whose areas of knowledge and ways of cognition interact
with what you are currently exploring. These are simple recommendations designed to help you choose the right TOK essay titles. They are only designed to help the student with the process, not cut and dry the rules. With this, it's time to take a look at the prescribed titles for the May 2020 and November 2019 TOK essay. TOK
Prescribed names November 2019 Student must thoroughly understand the prescribed topic and break it down into parts that are easier to digest. This is called unpacking the prescribed name. How to unpack the title of a TOK essay in 9 steps emphasize the terms you will need to define or explain. You should never assume that the
reader/person marking your essay knows what you mean because definitions can be subjective. For example, the title should have a true explanation, what is the definition of explanation and truth? List and note the assumptions made in the title, if any. For example, the assumptions are clear in this title given at the November 2019
session. Decide whether you will have to challenge the assumption. In this case, you won't like the name command you assume it's true. Select any explicit requirements in the title and list them. For example, in the next name in May 2020, can you choose any explicit requirements? From the preliminary investigation we see that we will
need to investigate Picasso as a person and his art to understand not so much what he saw as. Then we can sue for or against his lawsuit. Emphasize or list the words of the action in the title. These are words that direct or order you to do something. Such words of action include analysis, comparison, study and many others. Identify
alternative angles and approaches to the name. You'll already have a few ideas when you choose the name. Each unique approach is a new opportunity to learn the name anew. Create and write down your thesis by clearly defining your position in relation to the title of the essay. If you don't know how to do this, explore our final guide to
how to write a TOK essay. From your choice point of view, choose the appropriate AOKs and WOKs that you will base your essay on. Select claims and counterclaims, and write them down in general terms. At this point, you're essentially writing a sketch for your essay, giving you the option to back away from a particular title if it doesn't
provide enough background material. Finally, come up with German examples you'll use. They should have a strong correlation with the title with clear references. The best places draw them will be your coursework, global events, or personal experience. Here's how you choose and deconstruct the IB TOK TOK essay However, this is
only 67% of the work. You'll also have to come up with a TOK presentation. The fact that you also have to associate your chosen theme with real-world situations as well as AOKs and WOKs is no fun at all, at least for most non-nerd students. How to choose TOK Presentation Themes, with examples ToK Presentation does not give you
the luxury of having 6 titles to choose from. Without inspiration, you will fly blindly. Here's what you can do to make sure you come up with the perfect TOK theme. The theme should be something you are interested in or passionate about. Remember that you will be presenting it for at least 10 minutes in a room packed with people, so you
better have enough motivation. You have to be knowledgeable, confident and self-contained with it. Make it a theme that you can relate to some part of your life. This will give you a lot of real-world situations (RLS) with which to support it. At the very least, make sure that the wealth of global events or historical evidence to run with. In
other words, the goal is not to find answers, but to ask more questions before you can get an answer. They usually start with the extent to which... and call one or more WOK or AOK. The topic should be controversial. This means that it should have at least two compelling arguments or aspects, and naturally raise questions about the
knowledge of the issue that you will be exploring. It should also be specific and concise. You will only have 10 minutes to present your case, and a broad angle approach will not give you enough time to conclude or explore in depth. Your theory of knowledge presentation topic should be relevant. Ultimately, it should be applicable to a
wide range of real-life situations in the same context. Examples of topics for the IB TOK Presentation To help you understand what these steps mean, here are 10 examples with the appropriate RLS. They are given here as inspiration, not for copying word for word. If you do this, you won't have the organic thinking you need to protect
your presentation. To what extent does emotions play a role in buying products online? RLS: Purchase at an inflated price of designer clothes that have no relevant practical value. To what extent does the social hierarchy affect interpersonal relationships and how do we treat others? RLS: As older children, prefects, team captains and
classroom monitors intimidate those who are considered less of them. How much information does it take to make the theory credible? RLS: Different conspiracy theories about 5G, coronavirus, aliens, etc. What role do celebrities play in influencing culture, fashion and morality? RLS: Teenagers who take drugs because their favorite rap
artists do. In the Mathematics can be trusted as a reliable source of reliable knowledge? RLS: Mathematics-based and the predictions used to map and predict coronavirus spread and their results. To what extent does language shape children's mental acuity? RLS: The intelligence of indigenous tribes compared to supposedly civilized
invaders in the last two centuries in America.The cost of knowing: to what extent is learning one part of the knowledge to dazzle us from the rest, which is not necessarily insignificant? RLS: Religious leaders refuse to accept scientific evidence about the effects and spread of coronavirus because of their faith. Ethically speaking, what
effect does the legalization of marijuana have in different states in society? RLS: Increased use of heavy drugs for which marijuana is a gateway drug in teens and young adults. To what extent does social media violate privacy and personal security? RLS: The recognition in Congress that Facebook violates privacy on the grounds that
people want to share information as long as they can control how it spreads. To what extent should freedom be allowed to unruly people if we are to support the common good for society? RLS: Gun and gun security in the U.S. due to the concept of freedom embedded in the U.S. Constitution, compared to dictatorial governments such as
China or Korea.Having chosen the right toK theme is just the beginning of a long and intense process. It is designed to be very helpful and revealing to the student, but in the end, it marks you get that question. The net effect of this in education is a topic you can discuss in your presentation. In the meantime, let the help to score you top
marks in your TOK essay. Our IB TOK experts have extensive experience in both essays and PRESENTATION sections of IBDP assessments. If you need help writing an IB essay, order a TOK letter service now and get huge discounts of up to 25% of your first order. As always, you can trust us to deliver high quality, reliability, and
100% unique and well-researched work. HelpForAssessment July 14, 2020 Order essay tok oral presentation ideas. tok presentation ideas reddit. tok presentation ideas psychology. tok presentation ideas 2020. tok presentation ideas with real life situation. tok presentation ideas history. tok presentation ideas music. tok presentation ideas
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